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1.

The Hwaii Deep Water Cable Program (HDWCP) is a research and
development effort to determine the feasibility of installing and operating a
submarine p wer transmission system between the Islands of Hawaii and Oahu in
the Hawaiia Archipelago. The benefits of such a system have been identified
and discuss d in past documents. The purpose of this briefing is to summarize
the present status of technology transfer opportunities from this R&D effort.

Techn logy transfer from the HDWCP can be divided into two groups. The
first invol es the transfer of cable design, installation, and repair
techniques 0 other locations or different types of installation, such as oil

~ and gas pip lines. The second involves ideas and concepts, equipment and
instrumenta ion, and methodologies conceived and developed for the HDWCP, but
with potenti 1 application well beyond the confines of submarine power
transmissio system design and install~tion~·

As an verview, these are shown, together with ·potential users, on this
slide and i your handout material: I will illustrate, with specific
examples. th uses of technology developed under the HDWCP.

TechnoloCable

II. TECHN OGY TRANSFER

ign requirements imposed by the depth of the Alenuihaha Channel
and the seve ity of its wind and wave climate demand an advancement in the
state-of-the art for both the design and installation of submarine power
cables. Thi has been a proprietary area, where information is closely
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guarded by a few large multi-national organizations. This condition is
created by the competitive nature of the market, but leads to a multiplication
of effort, a lack of technical advancement in the absence of information
exchange, nd a consequent inefficiency in design. The HDWCP nd has placed
the method logy for design of a submarine power cable under technical scrutiny
in a publi forum. With a fundamental parametric approach to cable design, a
generic me hodology has been developed with laboratory validation for a
specific s t of conditions. The same is true for installation techniques,
with mathe atical models for vessel and cable handling equipment control
validated nder actual and rather extreme environmental condition's at sea.
Since the is a government-sponsored program, results of these
evaluation are in the public dom~in and available for the first time to U.S.
industry.

7

The DWCP is tasked not only with showing technical feasibility, but
that this asibility is a logical and realistic extension of the present
state-of-th -art. Only in this manner can the concepts be accepted with
credibility by the conservative financial community and profit-based

4It industry. uantum leaps of technology are not desired nor considered; the
uncertainty of impelemntation'associated with such an approach is unacceptable.

ample, computer analytical techniques have been used to evaluate
the response of the coupled cable and vessel system to winds, waves
and current Results indicate that the resonant frequencies of" the
dynamically coupled system are in the high-frequency region of wind/wave
spectra. T chnical literature has tended to disregard this region, both in
theoretical analysis and in direct field measurements, since it has not been
of concern n the design and construction of common ocean structures.
Neverthe1es , analysis shows that these resonant forces can be of major
importance or the deployment of large cables and pipelines from surface
vessels. T quantify this issue, a high frequency wave measurement and

analysis pr gram was conducted. The results are applicable to other

deployment onfigurations, such as oil and gas pipelines and instrument

packages in similar ocean environments.

4It
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Anot er example is the cable vessel control system, which is the heart

of the at- ea test experiment. This system is an amalgam of state-of-the-art,
commercial y available instrumentation, equipment and techniques, melded into
a predicti e and corrective array through a unique computer program. The
model uses vessel position, speed and heading, cable payout rate, bottom
topography data and vertical ocean current profiles to calculate the bottom
touchdown osition of the cable. Measured reaction of the cable to actual
currents a lows fine tuning to achieve required touchdown location and
tension. he control program, while complex, represents for the first time a
serious ef ort to predict the position of a cable on the ocean bottom, in a
relatively automatic mode using only sensor information.

rn California Edison1s long-range transmission planning involves
to the Pacific Northwest and possibly Canada. An offshore
option to avoid the social and environmental impacts of overland
could be provided through HDWCP technology transfer. The depth

ion available through HDWCP techniques would minimize risk of
amage from anchors or trawlers. Both technical and cost
has been supplied to Southern California Edison at their request.

Whil the HDWCP will advance the st~te-of-the-art for power cable
installati n in very deep water, its technology could be applied to other
situations of similar complexity. For example, the problems of cable or pipe
deployment in shallower waters, but with high current velocities are likely
candidates. The technology is similarly applicable to the installation of
acoustic a ays for military purposes. Bell Laboratories has requested
technical i formation in regard to the use of power cable for active sonar
systems for anti-submarine warfare.
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ment Of A Uni ue Laborator Cable Test Pro ram

t standards for testing submarine power cables are limited to
ests which verify only that the cable will withstand a specific
r electrical stress. Under actual conditions of installation and
submarine cable must endure a sequential series of stresses,
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which incl de mechanical, electrical and thermal loads varying in level and
duration. For the first time, a laboratory testing program has been developed
which simulates the life of a cable. Following verification that the cable
can withst nd the unprecedented mechanical loads associated with the depth of
installatio in the HDWCP, the cable1s response to electrical stresses will be
demonstrat •

Labor tory testing will also include an accelerated simulation of the
effect of d'urnal currents on the cable over its minimum 30-year life,
confirming hat fatigue failure has been properly considered in design.
Finally, th testing program introduces the issue of combined corrosion and
abrasion as a fundamental design parameter for the armor layers of the cable.
Corrosion a d abrasion have been considered previously but dealt with
independent y. Considering the renewal of unoxidized metal through abrasion,
with the po ential for more rapid corrosion, is a unique aspect of the HDWCP
testing pro ram.

The a proach to cable testing in the HDWCP should be of great interest
• to institut ons such as CIGRE, responsible for the development of

internation 1 testing standards. With or without the acceptance of HDWC
testing as standard, the opportunity through HDWC experience to create a
test specif cation which models installation and operation should be
beneficial 0 both cable manufacturers and purchasers, increasing confidence
that the ca le specified and fabricated can meet the actual sequential
requirement of its environment over the design life.

III. BY-PR DUCT INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGIES
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h Resolution, Dee Ocean, Bottom Rou hness

ify the feasibility of a minimum 30-year service life of the power
ocean bottom, detailed knowledge of the ocean bottom roughness
to a very high degree of accuracy. Any submarine cable will have
much it can be bent and how great a distance it can span without
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support. ut unless detailed bottom survey data is made available, project
engineers annot determine the best route for the cable; indeed, they cannot
determine hether a feasible route exists.

One f the most difficult aspects of this task involved a requirement
for resolu ions of less than 6 inches at ocean depths of 6,300 feet. This
meant that data acquisition equipment could not be located on the ocean
surface; a instrument package had to be IIflown ll near the bottom. There was
no commerc ally available system that could acquire the data to the accuracy
required; t had to be created.

A ne instrument system was developed using commercially available
state-of-t e-art sensors and an internal recording capability. A special
vertically stabilized platform was designed to house the instruments. This
system was successfully used during the first Bottom Roughness Survey in
OCtober-No ember 1985. Resolution was even better than predicted.

The pplication of this high resolution bottom mapping system is now
being expl red for other purposes. For example, the exploration and
developmen of cobalt-rich manganese crusts in the exclusive economic zones
(EEZs) of he Hawaiian Archipelago and Johnston Island are-keyed to an
accurate e aluation of the crust resource thickness. Economic analysis shows
that the p imary factor determining economic feasibility of this development
is the vol e of substrate versus crust material mined. Average thickness of
crust mate ial is 1 inch. Thus, in order to design and efficiently operate a
bottom movi g miner, very accurate and high-resolution bathymetric information
is necessa ,of a level heretofore unavailable. In addition, interest has
been expres ed by the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Center in using the
bottom roug ness system in the installation of sonar tracking arrays. The
University f Hawaii is now developing proposals to the National Science
Foundation/ ffice of Naval Research for the use of the bottom roughness system
for underse plate techtonics studies.
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The n est and most sophisticated member of the SeaMARC class of
high-resolu ion side scan sonars is the SeaMARC/S system, owned and operated
by Seafloor urveys International, Inc. The SeaMARC/S is the first side scan
sonar syste which simultaneously obtains both very high-resolution side scan
imagery and own-looking echo sounder (fathometer) bathymetry data from a
single towed vehicle. The SeaMARC/S can obtain both sets of information
simultaneous y in large swaths with one pass of the vehicle. Its first
operation fo lowing testing involves a survey of the entire route from the
Alenuihaha Cannel to the island of Oahu for the HDWCP. This verification of
the accuracy and quality of SeaMARC/S imagery will serve as a credibility
benchmark fo future applications of this remarkable instrument. Many
proposed use s, including the U.S. Navy, are anxiously awaiting final results
from this su vey.

Scient fic Knowled e Of The Alenuihaha Channel

The HD CP has sponsored'significant oceanographic, meteorological,
geological a d bathymetric data acquisition programs in the Alenuihaha
Channel, to cquire basic environmental data for cable design and
installation These field measurement programs at this depth are unrivaled in
the Hawaiian Archipelago. Results indicate that the dynamics of flow through
the constric ing passage between islands is a highly complex response to
tides, ocean c currents and surface wind stresses. HDWCP data can help define
the relation hip among these variables.

The value of this scientific data, independent of its value to the HDWCP
and to furth r commercial cable applications, is very significant. For
example, the e is a concerted effort by the University of Hawaii, Department
of Oceanogra hy and Harvard University's Department of Oceanography to develop
a computer/n erical model of oceanic flows around island systems. Their
proposal to e National Science Foundation has focused on the Island of
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Hawaii and he Alenuihaha Channel in particular, due to the complexity of its
flows and t e availability of extensive oceanographic measurements. Much of
this raphic data has been obtained by the HDWCP.

In ad ition, the availability of high resolution bathymetric data in
both the Al nuihaha Channel and along the proposed commercial cable route is a
valuable da a base. This is confirmed by the recent request from the Defense
Mapping Agen y for copies of all available data for defense purposes.
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